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Executive summary
The main objective of Work Package 5 is to deliver the Common Information Space (CIS) –
a generic framework for hosting Early Warning Systems facilitating decision support in
situations involving environmental threats. The main functions of WP5 CIS are:
1. Integration of spatial data sources and runtime components involved in processing
of an Early Warning System.
2. Orchestration of data flow in the UrbanFlood Early Warning System and other
scenarios for spatial data processing.
3. Management of resource allocation within one or more Early Warning Systems.
4. Metadata management and services, including data discovery and provenance
tracking.
The aim of this document is to present the state of the art in the area of common
information spaces for spatial information and Early Warning Systems. Existing efforts to
develop common information spaces are first reviewed. Next, five key technical challenges
for developing a CIS in UrbanFlood are recognized as follows: application integration,
workflow management, sensor data access and routing, dynamic resource allocation, as well
as metadata and historical data storing and publishing. For each challenge, a short analysis is
presented and basic related use cases are identified. A review of methods and paradigms, as
well as technologies and related work is also carried out.
In the area of application integration examined methods and paradigms include Enterprise
Integration Patterns, Business Process Management and Enterprise Service Bus. Among
reviewed technologies are Java Message Service and Web Services. The review of workflow
management comprises an overview of workflow solutions in both business and science
domains, and a detailed analysis of existing solutions for data stream processing within
workflows. In the overview of sensor data access and routing, the Sensor Web Enablement
(SWE), OGC Observations and Measurements Standards, and SensorML are presented. The
analysis of dynamic resource allocation covers such topics as resource modeling and
optimization techniques, dynamic deployment, scaling and load balancing, and monitoring.
Finally, in the topic of historical data storing and publishing, metadata storage and exchange
mechanisms are reviewed. The reviewed methods, paradigms and technologies are
evaluated against their capability to fulfill the requirements for the CIS derived from the key
challenges.
Several important conclusions and strategic decisions for the CIS design and implementation
are derived from the performed analyses. Taking into account the application integration
and workflow management requirements, as well as the goals to contribute to international
standards for geospatial information, a Service Oriented Architecture based on an Enterprise
Service Bus solution is chosen as a paradigm for design and implementation of the CIS.
A naturally following decision is to use BPEL for workflow management. Sensor Web
Common Information Spaces
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Enablement (SWE) standards are chosen as a basis for implementing a common data format
to exchange information in CIS. Summary of results of the analysis which affect the design
and implementation of the CIS are presented in Table 1 on page 51.
The overview of the state of the art presented in this document shows that a reference
architecture for Early Warning Systems has not yet been developed. However, existing
standards and technologies can be used to create building blocks for such a reference
architecture. [D5.2] will present a detailed design for the Common Information Space as a
framework for generating and hosting Early Warning Systems.
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1 Introduction
This document has been written for the EU FP7 project UrbanFlood and describes the
context and objectives of the document. The goal of this document is to provide a state of
the art overview for the technology behind the Common Information Space (CIS).

1.1 UrbanFlood
UrbanFlood develops an online early warning system (EWS) technology for climate induced
disasters in urban areas with support for real time emergency management and routine
asset management. The technology is widely applicable, such as farmland area monitoring,
volcano and earthquake monitoring; however UrbanFlood validates it for the case of flood
risk management in urban areas.
UrbanFlood is partly funded by the EU 7th framework program. Started in December 2009,
the project runs for 3 years. Partners of UrbanFlood are TNO Information and
Communication Technology, the University of Amsterdam and STOWA (Dutch acronym for
the Foundation for Applied Water Research) from the Netherlands; HR Wallingford in the
UK, ACC Cyfronet AGH in Poland and OOO Siemens in Russia.
Early Warning System Framework
Early Warning Systems (EWS) can play a crucial role in mitigating flood risk by detecting
conditions and predicting the onset of a catastrophe before the event occurs, and by
providing real time information during an event. EWSs thus fulfil multiple roles as general
information systems, decision support systems and alarm systems for multiple stakeholders
including government, private companies and the general public.
The framework for a generic EWS can be seen as a blueprint or reference model for the
above mentioned specific instances of EWSs which are generated on the fly as they are
required by the stakeholders. The UrbanFlood project is thus creating a factory for EWSs.
The generic blueprint is instantiated with the additional components needed for the flood
risk case for urban areas. To have all the basic elements of an EWS we look to a Common
Information space to provide the basic set of functionality that is needed by the EWS.

1.2 Single Information Space for the environment
A crucial functionality/component of the UrbanFlood EWS is use of the CIS (Common
Information Space) which facilitates interactions between the components of the EWS.
These interactions are mostly through the exchange and storage of information and
software services (e.g. visualization of data). State of the art integration technologies
(jargon: enterprise service bus technologies) support, out of the box, commonly used
interfaces to applications and facilitate an efficient development of new ones.
Initiatives on earth monitoring, mostly from space, have inspired the concept of the ‘Single
Common Information Space’ (CIS) for the environment. The CIS is a key component in
Europe’s Inspire directive and in the concept of the Global Earth Observation System of
Common Information Spaces
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Systems (GEOSS) developed by The Group on Earth Observation (GEO) that have created the
title‐page picture. The CIS is an approach to interchange environmental data and software
services built around them. The CIS of UrbanFlood will support relevant GEOSS and Inspire
standards.
The concept of a CIS is also central in initiatives like [GEOSS] and [INSPIRE] where the CIS is
associated with a portal for data and (software) services [UNSPIDER] related to earth
observation, as well as standardization efforts coordinated by public bodies. It is efficient for
the implementation of the EWS that the integration technology, the CIS, can be reapplied
frequently.

1.3 Objectives and Approach
This document is written under Work Package 5 (WP5): Common Information Space. The
objective of this work package as stated in the Description of Work (DoW) is to: to deliver
a Common Information Space – an infrastructure for high‐performance and high‐throughput
processing of sensor data streams, and an environment for end‐users to run applications and
manage their results.
The most important functions of the Common Information Space are as follows:
•

Execution framework services, facilitating application integration and workflow
management.

•

Data and computation access services, enabling access to live streams and archive
repositories of sensor data.

•

Metadata and provenance services, supporting discovery of data, application services
and resources, as well as logging and browsing provenance data.

•

Application development and management environments – APIs and GUIs facilitating
creation, configuration, and execution of Early Warning Systems.

This document identifies the key research challenges for the CIS in the Urban Flood project
and defines a high‐level reference model for generating Early Warning Systems based on the
Common Information Space. This report reviews paradigms, methods and technologies
needed to create the CIS. It is also input for the tasks 5.1 (Execution Framework), 5.2 (Event
Infrastructure), 5.3 (Provenance Logging), 5.4 (User and Developer GUIs) and Deliverable 5.2
[D5.2] where the detailed architecture for the Reference model is explained.
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2 High Level Early Warning System Overview
Early warning systems and common information spaces can be very diverse [UNEP].
Examples include systems for monitoring tsunamis, forest fires and earthquakes. This
chapter provides an introduction, explaining what constitutes an EWS or CIS, and which
existing examples can inspire the UrbanFlood project.

2.1 What is an Early Warning systems
The business architecture from Deliverable 2.2 (Functionality & Architecture of Internet
Based EWS and EWS Hosting Platforms) is shown in Figure 1. The Early Warning system is
a platform1 that does the monitoring and generation of information for stakeholders (e.g.
authorities and the general public). These stakeholders connect sensors to the EWS, which
then performs analysis based on general analysis of sensor values and specific flooding
models and scenarios for the monitored area. This information is then visualized and
exposed to the stakeholders through the internet in order to allow supporting groups of
experts (such as emergency response teams) to cooperate, jointly interact with data and
coordinate more effectives responses to manage the flood risk.

Figure 1: Architecture, from a business point of view, of the UrbanFlood internet based early warning system.

The requirements from D2.2 specify the following needed functionality: Messaging
(Communication), metadata services (to provide interpretation of the data and
functionality), expose sensor data (to allow partners or public parties to connect to the
sensors), interaction with external components (such as decision support applications), the
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EWS should be able to be generated instead of created manually by installing software,
monitor itself, facilitate the addition of new components (or EWSs) by generic integration,
self‐manage the resources, be robust and secure.
These requirements can be illustrated (in Figure 2) and correlated to parts of this document
where a more detailed description can be found.
Chapter 5 & 8

Execution environment Publishing
Public Publication
Chapter 7

Enrichment models
Enrichment models
Enrichment models

User App

CIS

DSS

Inspire

Chapter 3 & 4

Chapter 7

Input

Chapter 9

Sources
Sensors

CIS Generic Facilities
Chapter 3 & 4

Metadata &
Workflow Communication
Storage

Others

Chapter 6

Virtualization

Figure 2: Overall overview of technical functionality offered by an EWS.

General information on the CIS needed for an EWS can be found in chapter 3 and 4.
Key issues in these requirements for the CIS are:
1. Application & EWS integration (discussed in chapter 5)
2. Dynamic Workflow management (discussed in chapter 6)
3. Sensor data access and routing (discussed in chapter 7)
4. Dynamic resource allocation (discussed in chapter 8)
5. Storing and publishing metadata and historical data (discussed in chapter 9)

2.2 Example Common Information Spaces in existing Early Warning
Systems
Even though a CIS is a very broad term as defined by [Bannon1997] and [Christensen2000],
the CIS is usually a small part of the overall system. In the case of the EWSs of UrbanFlood
the CIS is the blueprint or reference model for an entire EWS.
Mostly the CIS concerns either a user interface, storage of data or communication platform
where the partners have agreed to publicly make this part available. The Inspire GEO portal
Common Information Spaces
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[INSPIRE] is an example of a portal CIS where metadata can be searched, the [Pachube]
offers searchable metadata and data access services.
This section will show some existing architectures of other existing CIS platforms [UNSpider].
Several topics have had interest in Early Warning Systems over the past few years. These
approaches have usually been very specific, and these systems are usually monolithic, sensor
data is acquired, it is processed by a model and then visualized using a tool. Based on the
tool or on the outcome of the model, a warning is generated. Usually these systems do not
offer any interaction, the models are not extendable and there is no combination of other
types of sensors.
Some cases have warranted a different, more global approach, such as: Tsunami Early
Warning Systems, Earthquake Early Warning Systems and Fire Early Warning Systems.
An example: Tsunami Early Warning System
Tsunami Early Warning Systems have been especially important after the big Tsunami
disaster in Indonesia. The Indian Tsunami Early Warning System [INCOIS] offers integration
of many different systems and models. An overview is shown in Figure 3. They combine
seismic sensors for earthquake detection, ocean based sensors to detect tsunamis, space
based satellites to correlate weather information together with maps of the area to be able
to correctly predict where the Tsunami will land and possibly cause casualties.

Figure 3: High level overview of Indian Tsunami Early Warning System layout.

An example: Earthquake Early Warning System
The early warning time for earthquakes is very short. Once an earthquake occurs, the early
warning time is only in the range of 0 till 30 seconds, depending on the distance to the
epicenter. An example of such an early warning product can be found on the website of
[SeismicWarning]. The US Geological Survey Home page[USGS] has information on a global
Common Information Spaces
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Early Warning System infrastructure for earthquakes. It offers access to a global network of
seismic sensors and performs processing of the data to generate warnings to concerned
stakeholders. A general overview of their architecture is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 offers a different type of architecture where a self‐organizing network of sensors
are used instead of pre‐configured sensors developed in the European Initiative SAFER
[Fischer2008].

Figure 4: High level architecture for Earthquake early warning system using seismic stations.

Figure 5: High level architecture for an experimental Eartquake early warning system.

An example: Fire Early Warning System
The University of Freiburg [GFWEWS] has a good overview of Fire oriented Early Warning
Systems. Most of these are combined into a global map which plots all forest fires called the
MODIS system [MODIS]. The process to generate these fire maps is shown in Figure 6. The
Common Information Spaces
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Global Fire EWS consists of multiple national and local systems which are combined to
provide a global system, as is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Process to generate Fire Maps from the University of Freiburg.

Figure 7: collaboration between multiple organizations to create a global fire EWS.
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2.3 Existing Reference Architectures
A Common Information Space platform, as shown in the example architecture of Inspire in
Figure 6, is usually based on the concept of Service Oriented Architecture as discussed in the
next chapter. There are also other reference models which specify the interfaces and/or
functionality of components in an EWS. Examples are: HLA for federation between
simulation models, 4D‐RCS for agent based military robots, Anysense for separating
concerns in a multi‐party sensor environment, SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) for
service integration and INSPIRE/SWE for a Spatial Data Infrastructure.
Anysense
Anysense is both a framework and a meta‐specification. The framework uses open source
messaging, integration, storage functionality and is based on a generic XML message format.
The meta‐specification separates sensor streams and event driven data where each partner
defines their own semantics and internal processes where the output of a partner is in turn
a new (virtual) sensor. This allows each partner to excel in their own area and doesn’t need
to understand every aspect of the total overall system. This way 80% of the effort can be put
into understanding their own domain and 20% of the effort in understanding the other
domains. Anysense also specifies part of the internal processes to enable better usage of
sensor data and offer a basic template for sensor data processing.

Figure 8: Left, Example anysense structure with multiple domains, Right: Example internal structure.

HLA
The IEEE 1516 standard is a reference model for integrating components, enabling
communication, federated data sharing and time synchronization between components. It is
mainly used for large simulations. It mainly focuses on a set of rules for governing the
participating simulators, a Runtime Infrastructure (COTS) for integration and and Object
Model template. It ensures all participating simulations are kept synchronized with
eachother, are able to share the same data which is replicated and re‐use the same object
models.
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Figure 9: Example federation structure of HLA and part of the Run Time Infrastructure.

4DRCS
This reference model specifies an agent based system for autonomous software that plan
individually to reach an overall goal. In the standard both how software components should
interact and the inner workings of the components are specified. It doesn’t specify which
technology should be used or what types of facilities are needed.
Goal
SENSORY
PROCESSING

WORLD MODELING
VALUE JUDGMENT
KNOWLEDGE

Classification
Estimation
Computation
Grouping
Windowing

Maps

Entities

Images

Events

BEHAVIOR
GENERATION
Task
Knowledge
Planners
Executors

internal
external
Sensors

World

Actuators

Figure 10, Left: Basic interaction between components, Right: Inner working of a component

Inspire
This initiative by the European Union specifies a set of legislation and common
implementation rules are adopted by partners in the European Union in order to be
compatible. The directives are specifically aimed at metadata, spatial data sets and services.
It also lists directives and regulations for network services, service sharing and monitoring
and reporting.
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Figure 11: Example architecture based on the Inspire directive.

Domain specific Standards in other Early Warning systems
Several domains have already collaborated to standardize their domain specific knowledge.
The list below shows some of the portals of these collaborations: Weather related systems
[WMO], Water related systems [WISE], Geo related systems [GEOSS] [GeoNovum].

2.4 Conclusions
The EWSs presented in Section 2.2 and the reference architectures from 2.3 do not provide
any means of generating an EWS. There are some overlapping elements in these examples,
such as data access, computational resources, communication and data storage. These parts
however have not been specified in a generative way to allow these aspects to be generated
instead of created by hand. Since generating EWSs on the fly is one of the goals of Urban
Flood a reference model of EWSs capable of being generated is needed. For these reasons
none of the EWSs presented in this section provides complete functionality as described in
the UrbanFlood project “Description of Work” document.
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3 General architecture of the Common Information Space
The Common Information Space to be created in the Urban Flood project is a generic
framework for hosting Early Warning Systems based on monitoring of environmental
phenomena through wireless sensors. The CIS provides an environment for integration of
spatial data sources and runtime components which process this data, for organizing them
into complex distributed applications (workflows), and for management of cloud resources
and their allocation to Early Warning Systems. The primary use case for CIS is an Early
Warning System (EWS) for dike monitoring and simulation. In order to implement this use
case, CIS has to enable to generate an Early Warning System which integrates many
components, both preexisting and planned, created using different technologies and
communication standards, as well as live streams and archive repositories of sensor data.
Multiple Early Warning Systems managed by their respective CIS instances should be able to
communicate with each other and effectively work as a federation integrating data and
services contributed by many organizations (Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Early Warning Systems in UrbanFlood, managed and federated by Common Information Spaces.

This vision implies a system which enables execution of complex scenarios, runtime
integration of components and data sources, conversion of data from one format to another
and dynamic resource allocation. The user – a domain expert (and not necessarily
a computer scientist) – should be able to run these scenarios.
Another requirement comes from the nature of the cloud environment, where resources are
installed and managed in a dynamic way. CIS requires suitable mechanisms for changing the
parameters of the components used in the scenarios and, if necessary, deploying and
starting a new component. Additionally, when an emergency situation occurs (flood),
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ongoing computations should be suspended to free computer power for applications with
higher priorities.
Some use cases require historical data, one example of such being repetition of a workflow
execution. For this purpose, CIS needs to gather and store metadata and provenance
information.

Figure 13: High‐level architecture of the Common Information Space.

Taking into account all the requirements described above, a high‐level architecture of the
Urban Flood Common Information Space is proposed in Figure 13. The core of the CIS is an
integration platform which facilitates organizing different components into workflows or
integration patterns, and exchanging data. Different producers and consumers of data can
be integrated using various technologies such as Web Services, JMS of FTP. The components
themselves will be deployed dynamically on available resources, owned by the member
organizations or rented from the cloud. A Metadata Repository contains descriptions of the
available resources and other information necessary for CIS services. A detailed description
of the CIS architecture and related use cases is described in the design Deliverable 5.2 [D5.2].
The high‐level architecture in Figure 13 reflects the organization of the state of the art
presentation in the following chapters. The next Chapter presents an overview of existing
common information spaces. The existing solutions, methods and paradigms specific for
application integration and workflow management are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. In
Chapter 7 an overview of existing standards for describing sensor data is presented. Chapter
8 contains a summary of existing technologies, algorithms and metrics used to manage
dynamic resources. Finally, the existing solutions for gathering, storing and managing
metadata and historical data are presented in Chapter 9.
The overview and analysis presented in this document exploits our experience gained during
the course of the Virolab project [VirolabWWW] where we constructed a virtual laboratory
consisting of an application execution engine, efficient data access and provenance system
[Bubak2009] [Gubala2009] [Balis2009] [Malawski2010]. The other source was experience
gained during the GREDIA project [Nowakowski2008][Harezlak2008] where we have
developed a grid system supporting media and banking applications.
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4 Key challenges for the Common Information Space
The analysis of requirements for the UbanFlood Common Information Space (presented in
deliverable D2.2) has led to the identification of the following key challenges for the
Common Information Space (CIS):
1. Application integration;
2. Workflow management;
3. Sensor data access and routing;
4. Dynamic resource allocation;
5. Storing and publishing metadata and historical data.
This chapter is intended to provide a synthetic overview of the challenges and can be treated
as an introduction to the following chapters which present more in‐depth analysis of the
individual challenges as well as conclusions for the Common Information Space.

Application integration
Creating an Early Warning System usually involves integrating sensors (which provide
information) with scientific models (which process raw data) and graphical user interfaces
(which visualize the data and/or generate warnings). This means that CIS has to integrate
many existing, distributed heterogeneous applications and data sources, enabling them to
exchange data. In UrbanFlood, the components which need to be integrated are quite
diverse, for example:
•
•
•
•

Legacy scientific programs, developed in various programming languages (C/C++,
C#‐wrapped Fortran), available as executable programs or libraries;
Sensor data sources;
Interactive and non‐interactive 2D and 3D visualization frontends;
Graphical user interfaces.

Invasive reengineering of components to enable smooth integration is neither technically
feasible (e.g. for black‐box executables without source code), nor desirable. Thus, one of the
main assumptions for the CIS is the ability to integrate legacy systems which cannot be
modified.
Various integration patterns that may be required have already been identified. While many
interactions will involve simple one‐to‐one data exchanges, in some cases, one‐to‐many
communication will also need to be supported (e.g. consumption of sensor data by multiple
consumers). It is also likely that some components will require data aggregation, e.g.
computing average sensor signal values over the last 5 minutes.
In order to be able to do this in a generative way, a set of general functionality templates is
needed to create a common base for integrating legacy components. Such templates involve
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execution of a legacy object, parameterization of the object and monitoring its heartbeat. In
order to enable integration of legacy components several simple ‘Hello World’ templates for
different integration technologies will be provided.

Workflow management
Once an Early Warning System is integrated, sensor data has to be sent to the scientific
processes and to the graphical user interfaces in a certain order, usually depending on the
threat level of the situation and/or processing capacities. In other words, the components of
the Early Warning System are organized into a workflow.
The term ‘workflow’ denotes a (directed, acyclic) graph of tasks connected by control‐
and/or data‐flow dependencies. Workflows emerged in the business domain, but in recent
years they have increasingly been used for scientific computing as well, hence the distinction
between business workflows and scientific workflows. Key differences between these two
types are as follows [Barga2007] [Ludascher2005]:
•

Scientific workflows are typically flow‐oriented data‐centric “analysis pipelines”,
whereas business workflows are task‐centric and control flow‐oriented.

•

Scientific workflows are metadata‐intensive, since metadata is particularly important
for scientists (e.g. provenance).

•

Due to the exploratory nature of scientific research, scientific workflows are more
often created on an ad‐hoc basis, whereas business workflows are typically used for
automation of standard business procedures, and are characterized by high
repeatability. Nevertheless, reuse is also important in science and thus in scientific
workflows.

•

Unlike business workflows, scientific workflows are often resource‐intensive both in
terms of computations and data.

The UrbanFlood workflows share the properties of business workflows (BW) and scientific
workflows (SW) in that they are:
• Long‐running (BW/SW): Workflows such as dike monitoring are potentially long‐
running and may include long periods of waiting for (asynchronous) messages and
events.
• Well‐defined (BW): Core UF workflows are rather well defined, as opposed to ad‐hoc
workflows, characteristic of exploratory science.
• Notification‐driven (BW): processing is triggered by asynchronous messages (e.g.
sensor data).
• May contain a human in the loop (BW): some scenarios may involve human
interaction, e.g. in order to enter data in a flow – including input parameters and
decisions that may affect further processing.
• Both dataflow‐ and control‐flow‐oriented (SW/BW): UrbanFlood workflows are
driven by data processing (e.g. sensor data analysis), but also contain a considerable
amount of control flow, such as branching (if‐then‐else), and multiple entry and/or
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exit points. As pointed out in [Bowers2006], modeling of control flow using only data
flow constructs increases workflow complexity which hampers their understanding,
reuse, maintainability and scheduling. Consequently, the employed workflow
solution will have to support both data flow and control flow processing.
• Repeatable (SW). Some users may be interested in repeating workflows, e. g. to
calibrate a simulation model. This is achieved via logging workflow execution
(historical) data.
• Resource‐intensive (SW). Some tasks in UF workflows can be resource‐intensive,
e.g., 4D simulations.
• Data‐intensive (SW): Some workflow tasks produce large volumes of data consumed
by other tasks – for example simulation and visualization.
Use cases related to workflow management in UrbanFlood that have been identified thus far
include:
1. Workflow configuration and execution: the user should be able to configure a workflow
and its constituent components, define input parameters, execute the workflow, and
retrieve the results.
2. Workflow customization: in some cases, more complex customization of a workflow can
take place before it is configured and executed. Defining a parameter study is an
example of such customization.
3. Workflow monitoring: for provenance tracking and related use cases, such as workflow
repetition, it is essential to keep track of and store information regarding workflow
execution, including invoked instances, processed data, etc.
The workflows created in the UrbanFlood project have an added requirement concerning
the generation of an Early Warning System, which also means that the workflow will have to
be generated as well, while maintaining the original data flow. This process also involves
several workflow templates which will have to be filled in with the actual EWS components
that are part of the Early Warning System.
These use cases mean that workflows are usually stable in an EWS, involve both control flow
and data flow and have to be configurable to enable generation of workflows.

Sensor data access and routing
The main UrbanFlood workflows are specific in that they consume streams of senor data. As
UrbanFlood sensors need to conform to the requirements imposed by the Common
Information Space architecture, it is expected that they should generate and expose data in
a way which can be easily interfaced by CIS. Moreover, there is a need to follow industry
standards in the area of sensor data access, codified in the documents discussed in Section 7
of this deliverable.
In the scope of SensorML and its associated standards such as Sensor Web Enablement it is
expected that sensors should be accessible by means of Web Services – a common,
universally supported standard of access to remote data. More specifically, OpenGIS
[OpenGIS] defines the following service types:
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•

Sensor Observations Service (SOS) – Standard web service interface for requesting,
filtering, and retrieving observations and sensor system information.

•

Sensor Planning Service (SPS) – Standard web service interface for requesting user‐
driven acquisitions and observations. This is the intermediary between a client and
a sensor collection management environment.

•

Sensor Alert Service (SAS) – Standard web service interface for publishing and
subscribing to alerts from sensors.

•

Web Notification Services (WNS) – Standard web service interface for asynchronous
delivery of messages or alerts from SAS and SPS web services and other elements of
service workflows

Data staging and routing can take advantage of communication layer technologies (see
Section 5.4 for details). In particular, CIS should support sharing and distributing sensor data
by means of multiple technologies, such as Java Message Service queues [JMS], BPEL scripts
[BPEL] and Camel rules [CAMEL]. All these technologies are platform‐independent and
agnostic of the information being transferred; thus they provide a convenient platform for
integration of sensor data with arbitrary UrbanFlood applications.
Following the Inspire directive, connecting and integrating these sensors with the standards
for SensorML and Sensor Web Enablement is key for any EWS that connects to third parties
in the European Union. This involves wrapping legacy sensor systems with the required
service types from SWE.

Dynamic resource allocation
Although UrbanFlood will harness cloud resources, the total pool of available resources is
not considered infinite. On the contrary, it is assumed that typically the resource demand
will exceed the supply, so that dynamic resource allocation management policies will have to
be in place in order to optimize resource usage. Moreover, in emergency cases, such as a risk
of a dike breach, some computations become critical in which case dynamic resource
allocation management becomes a necessity: urgent computations may preempt current
ones.
Identified use cases that involve dynamic resource allocation, include:
•
•

•

Deployment and configuration of an execution environment for EWS.
Optimization of application performance and resource utilization. Vertical
(changing resource assignments for VMs) and horizontal (adding or removing
VMs) scaling based on monitoring of hardware load, request execution time and
request queues.
Urgent computing: pre‐emption of resources by suspending/cancelling ongoing
non‐urgent computations or decreasing theirs resource assignments in order to
obtain enough resources for critical computations.
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The pre‐emption of computations may involve generating an entire EWS inside a CPU
intensive environment – such as a supercomputer, computing Grid or Internet cloud, where
more processing power is available. Following generation, this EWS can then be configured
to handle urgent computations and obtain live data from the crisis area.
This process involves not only resource monitoring and allocating processes to specific
resources, but also changing the dynamics of the above mentioned workflow and
configuring parameters such as those mentioned in the integration section. These changes
will also have to be monitored to ensure that the metadata (see next section) is up to date.

Metadata and historical data management
The metadata storage and publishing challenges in UrbanFlood come directly from end user
requirements and the needs of other components of EWS. At the moment of writing this
document, the following use cases for the metadata service were identified and defined:
1. Sensor metadata storage and publishing: since the main objects of interest of the
Project are sensors, we need a robust and persistent way to register any information
describing sensors. This keeps EWS users aware of what is measured at a given
moment and in which locations. Sample data include sensor longitude,
measurement unit, type of measurement, sensor data events and channel ID.
2. Computation resources registry: as the simulation execution middleware has to
react to alerts in a timely fashion, it should possess accurate information regarding
the computational units at its disposal. Sample data include name of simulator,
version of software, location of deployed software copy etc.
3. EWS topology memory: instances of EWS are expected to be (re‐)deployable
dynamically and should be self‐sufficient while, at the same moment, being able to
exchange information and resource access with other EWS instances. Therefore, the
exact information on where a specific component of an EWS instance is located and
how to connect to it is crucial. Sample data include AnySense historical database
location, persistent computing service endpoint URL etc.
4. Provenance of simulation workflows: the simulation workflows are intended to be
re‐run many times, either in order to achieve better output with slightly modified
parameters or to confirm previous results on the basis of historical sensor data. To
this end, the metadata service should store the entire workflow provenance, i.e.,
configuration and trace of past simulation workflow executions so a user may re‐
enact a particular workflow. Moreover, the simple act of browsing such historical
data might be useful for the user. Sample data include simulator settings
documents, pre‐trained application instance locations, workflow execution trace,
etc.
The four main use cases presented, while differing in details, have some common
characteristics which enable us to support them with a single tool:
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•

mostly static data, infrequent writes along with frequent and optimized
reads,

•

many producers and even more consumers of data, requiring some well‐
known common access point for published information,

•

strong diversity of stored information, ranging from well‐defined coordinate
sets to generic application settings documents,

•

information stored and requested in many small chunks rather than in large
lump packages,

•

no apparent security requirements regarding access to metadata (the
information to be stored is more or less public anyway).

The planned UfoReg metadata and registry service (short for UrbanFlood Registry) will tackle
these challenges and deliver the desired functionality. This document includes an analysis of
current technologies and solutions applicable for UfoReg (see Section 9) while [D5.2]
provides the initial design of the tool.
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5 Application Integration
One of the main roles of the UrbanFlood Common Information Space is to enable the
exchange of information between various components, or, in other words, to integrate
these components to form applications with specific functionality. The problem of
application integration has been the focus of research for many years and numerous
paradigms, technologies and frameworks have been created to simplify this task. The main
challenges involved in application integration stem from the heterogeneity of the
components to be integrated (which may use different programming languages, publish
their functionality using different technologies and communication protocols, and use
different message formats). In this chapter we present paradigms for application integration:
Enterprise Integration Patterns, Business Process Management and Enterprise Service Bus,
as well as communication technologies: Web Services and the Java Message Service. These
paradigms can be used to create templates that are able to handle the generation of Early
Warning Systems.

5.1 Enterprise Integration Patterns (EIP)
Modern applications are composed of many heterogeneous components, created using
different technologies and, in many cases, delivered by separate vendors. This brings new
requirements regarding application maintenance, especially when user requirements change
over time, leading to “component spaghetti” (Figure 14a), where every component (local or
remote) communicates with other components using custom data formats and exchange
protocols. To solve this problem, two enterprise application integration patterns are
proposed:
1. Mediation – where there is a central locus (bus, Figure 14b), allowing information
exchange between components. The role of the bus is to distribute events from one
component to another. Information exchange can be effected using enterprise
integration patterns (see below).
2. Federation – where a dedicated front‐end is presented for the user, showing only
relevant information and concealing all complexity which relates to communicating
with the underlying subsystems. Of course, many front‐ends, specific for individual
groups of end users, can be applied.
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Figure 14: Component integration alternatives: (a) “Component spaghetti”, (b) Components connected via the
Enterprise Service Bus.

The exchange of the information between applications using different data formats and
protocols, brings additional complexity. Over the past years, architects and developers have
tried to solve this issue and, as a conclusion, a set of enterprise integration patterns (EIP) has
emerged. The most complete list of those patterns is presented in [EIP]. EIPs provide a
solution to problems associated with:
•

File transfer – where one application writes data to a file in a defined format while
another wants to receive this data (not necessarily in the same format). The
applications have to agree on the file name, location, update procedure and file
removal process.

•

Shared databases – this issue occurs when many applications share the same
database. The biggest advantage is that many applications may share the same
physical storage, thus enabling data transfer between applications. Unfortunately it
leads to situations where update and locking policies need to be defined clearly.

•

Remote procedure invocation – where one application delivers a publicly‐available
interface with predefined functionality. In this situation, communication occurs in
real time and synchronously.

•

Messaging – where one application publishes messages to a well‐known message
channel. Other applications can read these messages latter on and react to them.

An example of a framework, which implements several enterprise integration patterns is
Camel from apache.org [CAMEL]. It allows data routing using one of the available DSLs (short
for Domain Specific Language). Currently DSLs are available for Java, Scala and Spring. An
example (created using the Java DSL) is presented below:
from("jms:topic:alarm_messages")
.to("twitter:?password=pass&username=ufTest")

The rule reads all messages from the JMS alarm_messages topic and publishes them to the
UrbanFlood Twitter web page (the Twitter endpoint is not available by default in a Camel
distribution; it was created during UrbanFlood Camel tests). Both jms and twitter are
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examples of technologies supported by Camel. The full list of supported protocols is
presented in [CAMEL‐COMP]. Data conversion between protocols is done automatically,
thus simplifying the process of creating integration glue code. Message preprocessing may
occur between from and to: the format of the message can be changed, additional
information added, etc. Moreover, if‐then conditions are available. The entire list of
implemented enterprise integration patterns can be found in [CAMEL‐EIP].
As discussed in the previous paragraph, the enterprise integration patterns are data‐centric
and not process‐centric. In spite of their advantages (easy integration of components, clear
syntax, patterns) they are characterized by low visibility of the business process as a whole.
Additionally, the process of creating rules using EIP requires specialized skills on the part of
the person responsible for system maintenance. For users with rich business knowledge but
without technical skills, a high‐level process modeling language called BPEL has been
developed.

Figure 15: Sample BPEL workflow presenting first prototype of one of the UrbanFlood application

5.2 Business Process Management (BPM)
Business process management (BPM) is a management approach focused on modeling
solutions for companies and organizations. It enables users to express their needs in such a
way that they remain comprehensible to non‐IT professionals. An implementation of this
approach is the Web Service Business Process Execution Language (WS‐BPEL) or, in short,
the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), an OASIS standard. It is composed of two
parts:
1. Abstract business process – this part describes in the high level of abstraction the
flow of the data between application components. To express business logic BPEL
delivers rich set of components allowing to create message filtering, if then
conditions, while and for loops, etc. Using this layer even user with limited technical
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skills can defined process in domain (s)he is expert in. The example of simple
abstract BPEL process is presented on Figure 15
2. Executable business process – this part is responsible for matching abstract BPEL
expressions with specific distributed components delivering the required
functionality. Every component used on this level has to define a message exchange
using the web service description language (WSDL). Figure 16 presents this type of
connection between abstract and real components.

Figure 16: BPEL binding for the workflow presented in Figure 15 (Example from the OpenESB environment).

BPEL is focused on business process, not data flow. When BPEL is executed by the BPEL
engine it can be managed in a simple way. For example, many instances of a process can be
created on demand, with predefined properties. Another advantage of this technology is its
monitoring capability, which enables users to monitor the state of time‐consuming
workflows and thus view processes as a whole. Additionally, in most cases, the execution
engine stores running processes in persistent storage which allows it to halt or hibernate
running processes. This capability can be exploited in systems where processes run with
defined priorities. If a critical situation occurs, all low‐priority processes can be suspended
(which, unfortunately, isn’t possible with Camel and EIP).

5.3 EIP vs BPM
The technologies presented in the above sections can be interpreted as different ways to
effect application integration. Both have their advantages and disadvantages. The most
important disadvantage of BPEL is that every message sent between application elements
has to be described by WSDL. This limit does not occurs in Camel where, thanks to the large
number of supported protocol and enterprise integration patterns, messages can be easily
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transformed from one format to another. On the other hand, BPEL provides the ability to
focus on the process as a whole, allowing users to monitor its state and to either start, stop,
hibernate or customize the workflow during execution. This is not possible under pure EIP
where message routing rules can be distributed and administrated independently. From the
point of view of administration, it is a significant disadvantage, but it also limits the number
of potential system bottlenecks.
In conclusion, we can state that both technologies may coexist in the scope of a complex
ecosystem composed of many independent components created using different
technologies. Wherever messages need to be transformed between different data formats
Camel, rule engines and EIP can be used; however when there is a need to create a business
process, monitor it and manage the state of workflow execution, BPEL should instead be
applied. Additionally, it is possible to use Camel, rule engines and EIP inside a BPEL process.

5.4 Enterprise Service Bus
The “component spaghetti” problem mentioned in the previous paragraph, along with the
growing requirements for application development and management by non‐IT specialists
has resulted in languages like BPEL along with sets of enterprise integration patterns. The
enterprise service bus (ESB) connects these two ideas. It is a place where distributed
components are integrated [OTIZ07].

Figure 17 The Enterprise Service Bus.

The Enterprise Service Bus allows its users to:
•

Connect and send information using different technologies. It eliminates an
important limitation of BPEL by delivering a set of binding components which are
able to integrate such technologies as WS, REST services, JMS, file transfer, email,
XMPP, http, etc.

•

Use BPEL, Camel, rule engines etc. to deliver dynamic message routing (as shown in
Figure 17).

•

Transform messages from one format to another, using e.g. Camel or XSLT.
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•

Perform centralized monitoring. This property facilitates advanced, application‐
specific QoS mechanisms.

•

Perform distributed routing, thus eliminating bottlenecks.

•

Construct distributed transactions.

Nowadays, many open‐source ESB implementations (e.g. ServiceMix [SERVICEMIX], OpenESB
[OPENESB], MuleESB [MULE]), as well as commercial implementations (e.g. WebSphere ESB,
Oracle ESC – part of the Oracle SOA Suite) can be found on the market. New releases of
these components are usually implemented using the OSGi [OSGI] technology, providing
good encapsulation and management of components installed inside ESB containers.

5.5 Java Message Service (JMS)
The Java Message Service (JMS) is the one of the most well‐known and frequently used
implementations of the message transport layer. In spite of the “Java” name, it is not
restricted to the Java language. Each popular programming platform (e.g. Java, C, C++, .NET,
Ruby, etc.) comes with a client allowing programmers to publish and receive information to
and from JMS. Thus, loosely‐coupled applications can be developed and existing
components integrated with one another.
JMS provides two communication models:
1. Point‐to‐Point or queuing model – in this model the publisher sends message to
a well‐defined queue where (only one) consumer may receive it. Every message
consumed correctly is acknowledged (otherwise the message is resent). The most
important aspect of this communication model is that the consumer does not to be
running while message are generated by the producer. In this case, messages are
stored inside JMS.
2. Publish‐and‐subscribe model – in this model, one or more applications publish
messages into a defined topic while other applications subscribe to this topic. The
publisher can configure message and topic properties such as message TTL,
maximum number of stored messages etc.
As JMS is technology‐independent and does not enforce specific message formats, it can be
used to integrate different components into a working application.

5.6 Web Services
Web Services are an RPC implementation which uses SOAP (XML‐based). They are somewhat
similar to BPEL in that they can be divided into an abstract layer and a binding layer. The
former layer describes the interface provided by the web service. It contains a list of
operations the web service delivers and types of its input and output messages. The latter
(binding) layer defines transport properties. HTTP, JMS, file transfer, etc. can be used in this
scope.
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To invoke a web service, a SOAP message is sent to a predefined endpoint and, as a result,
another SOAP message is returned. Because SOAP is XML‐based it remains platform‐ and
technology‐independent; thus – for example – Java clients can easily communicate with
servers developed using the .NET framework.

5.7 Conclusions
Application integration is one of the most time consuming and error prone tasks in a system
composed of existing components. One of the goal of UrbanFlood is to simplify this task and
deliver solutions for non‐IT experts to create hydrology applications. The first step is to
deliver clear guidance on how to wrap preexisting applications into components using
standard communication protocols, such as WS or JMS. The second step is to deliver an
ecosystem allowing these scientists to integrate these components. This is one of the most
important goals for the Common Information Space, which will be created in the scope of
WP5. While no existing integration system can readily wrap all legacy components, we will
use these technologies (e.g. enterprise integration patterns) and technologies (e.g. BPEL or
Camel) which enable integrating an application using standard, open communication
protocols and fit the requirement of UrbanFlood users. This extension to existing solutions
will include customization of integration languages in order to:
•

take advantage of the cloud environment,

•

use sensor and application metadata,

•

effect dynamic changes in the application alert level,

•

enable combining different integration languages in the scope of one EWS.
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6 Workflow management
Generic workflow management is an important part of the Common Information Space
reference architecture. It enables organizing individual components (legacy applications,
sensor data sources) into workflows which are blueprints for the basic modes of operation of
a particular Early Warning System. In fact, to a large extent, an Early Warning System is
a workflow which involves sensor data processing, visualization, and decision making.
This chapter overviews existing workflow management solutions, both in the business and
scientific domains. Moreover, support for sensor data streams in existing workflow systems
is examined in detail.

6.1 Workflow management solutions
BPEL
In the domain of business workflows, the most widely adopted standard is the Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) [BPEL], a language for specifying business processes.
There are many implementations of BPEL‐compliant workflow engines, both commercial and
open‐source. A BPEL engine is a common component in every Enterprise Service Bus
solution, for example the Apache ODE [ApacheODE], the OpenESB BPEL Service Engine
[OpenESB], or the Petals ESB BPEL engine [PetalsBPEL]. More information about BPEL can be
found in Section 5.2.
Taverna
The Taverna workbench [Oinn2007] is an environment for developing and execution of in‐
silico experiments. Taverna provides a GUI which enables users with limited IT background
to create complex workflows using public or privates resources.
The architecture of Taverna bases on a tree‐tier data model that describes resources and
their interoperations:
•
•

•

Application Data Flow layer – presents the workflows from a problem‐oriented view
(all interoperation complexity remains hidden);
Execution Flow layer – handles most of the issues associated with the execution of
the workflow. It includes:
o Enactor Internal Object Model;
o myGrid Contextual Information Model (data – MIR, metadata – KAVE,
service discovery component – Feta, workflow enactor – Freefluo);
Processor Invocation layer – interacts and invokes specific services.

The user can extend the framework by adding:
•
•
•

GUI elements (available in the workbench layer);
processor types – recognizing and invoking new types of services;
external components that use the event‐observer interface to listen to selected
workflow events.
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The main function of the GUI interface is to enable construction and editing of Scufl
workflows. These can be stored to and loaded from XML files (called XScufl). The Simple
Conceptual Unified Flow Language (Scufl) constitutes a high‐level workflow description
facility. It enables mapping a conceptual task to a single entity with a minimal amount of
implementation‐specific information. Three main entities exist: processors, data links and
coordinations (it is not possible to define custom versions of these entities).
Kepler
Kepler [Ludascher2006] is a system for building scientific workflows which provides a mature
environment that allows drag‐and‐drop creation and execution of workflows. Workflows are
modeled using the MoML language which enables building models as clustered graphs of
entries. MoML is an XML modeling markup language. It specifies interconnections of
parametrized components. The main features of this notation are as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Web integration. MoML is an XML dialect that provides a standard syntax and a way
to define context within this syntax. The syntax is similar to HTML and it is a subset
of SGML.
Implementation independence. This language is designed to work with a variety of
tools. A tool that reads MoML files is expected to provide a class loader that is
enabled to instantiate a class from a given class name.
Extensibility. Components can be parametrized by using string values or associated
with external configuration files. These file can follow any format that is understood
by the component.
Support for visual rendering. MoML models can contain annotations which serve as
hints or information for rendering tools (information about shape, etc.)
Classes and inheritance. Components can be defined in MoML as classes, which can
then be instantiated by any tool which accepts a MoML file. Such components can
also be extended through object‐oriented inheritance mechanisms.
Semantic independence. MoML files contain no information about semantic
interconnections between components. A „director” mechanism is available instead,
defining the interconnections between components. MoML itself does not know
anything about directors – they are recognized as classes which can be loaded by the
class loader.

Scientific workflows in the Kepler virtual laboratory are built using customizable components
– directors, actors, parameters – relations and ports (communication between components).
Directors control the execution of workflows and read in execution instructions. In
conclusion, actors specify what should be done and directors – when it should be done.
There exist many actors with different behavior. Some of them are able to invoke Web and
Grid Services, Globus Grid Jobs or GridFTP operations. The user can create his or her custom
actors and use them during the workflow creation process. There is also the possibility of
creating workflows from actors that contain other workflows. All actors can be parametrized
using specific parameters. Actors are connected with one another using ports that consume
or produce data. To direct the output port to more than one other actor, relations are used.
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Every workflow has to be controlled by a director that uses a particular model of
computation (e.g. Synchronous Dataflow Director, Process Network Director, etc.)
Triana
Triana [Taylor2007] is an open‐source problem solving environment that combines an
intuitive visual interface with powerful data analysis tools. It provides a workflow
construction engine with a user‐friendly GUI, enabling the creation of experiments with
minimum of effort and no programming. Users can use the drag‐and‐drop method to insert
building blocks into the workspace and then connect them. Workflow elements can be
edited by setting correct parameters in option dialogs. This framework has some interesting
features:
•
•
•
•

combines local operations, Web Services and Grid jobs in a single workflow;
allows dynamic WS discovery and invocation;
uses GAT to submit jobs to Grid (Globus, Gridlab) – communication via input and
output files;
supports P2PS services.

ASKALON
ASKALON [Fahringer2007] is an environment for development and execution of Grid
workflows. ASKALON features a graphical interface for workflow composition based on UML
diagrams. Internally, workflows are represented in XML‐based language AGWL (Abstract
Grid Workflow Language). The language supports control flow constructs (sequences, if,
loops, parallel constructs and loops) and dataflow constructs (input/output linking, data
collections, access to data repositories).
Workflows in ASKALON are executed by a distributed Workflow Executor [Duan2005] which
supports Web Services and WSRF‐compliant Grid Services. The executor offers a number of
features such as checkpointing and fault tolerance support, workflow monitoring and
visualization, and dynamic data management by tracking of data dependencies between
activities.
GridSpace
The original GridSpace platform was developed within the ViroLab and GREDIA projects to
support user‐friendly integration of distributed and disparate Grid‐based computational and
data resources and to enable programmers to easily develop Grid‐based applications with
the use of a scripting language [Bubak2009]. GridSpace relies on the concept of Grid Objects
where each Grid resource is available in the context of the experiment script as a simple
object, providing a predefined set of so‐called Grid Operations. Thus, constructing Grid
applications requires no detailed knowledge of the underlying computational and data
access middleware. The GridSpace environment includes dedicated interfaces for
experiment developers (Experiment Planning Environment) and end users (Experiment
Management Interface), enabling each of these groups to interact with the platform.
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6.2 Data streams support in workflow systems
Several attempts have been made to support data stream processing in workflows.
Recently, the Kepler workflow management system has been adapted to support access to
environmental sensor data [Barseghian2010]. The work is driven by two different use cases.
In the first one, a terrestrial ecology domain application, sensors are used to measure soil
properties and meteorological conditions in order to experiment and verify hypotheses
related to grass growth. The second use case is from the oceanography domain and
concerns sea surface temperature (SST) sensors. Datasets collected from such sensors are
very large and are typically preprocessed to obtain smaller, workable datasets. For this
purpose, Kepler has been used to compare heterogeneous SST datasets from different
providers. A new component (actor in Kepler terms) has been added, which is capable to
feed a workflow with data from the DataTurbine data streaming middleware to which sensor
data is published. The two use cases are rather different from those in UrbanFlood. They do
not have the characteristics of an early warning system and, consequently, impose different
requirements on the workflow management system.
[Gunarathne2009] presents an attempt to adapt a WS‐BPEL runtime Apache ODE to
scientific workflows. Its use cases include “stream mining” which is simply the capability to
feed a workflow with a data stream. The overall goal is to integrate the WS‐BPEL runtime
with the Linked Environment for Atmospheric Discovery (LEAD) project whose aim is to
provide weather forecasting capabilities for severe conditions such as tornadoes. The LEAD
workflow environment tackles several problems important for scientific workflows. It
provides a graphical editor to construct workflows; moreover, it supports dynamic creation
and binding of service instances, dynamic workflow deployment, monitoring and
asynchronous invocation. Data stream support is provided by introducing two BPEL
workflows: the first one receives messages in a loop and, for each message, invokes the
actual scientific workflow.
Overall, this solution has a few restrictions. It is strictly oriented towards web services and
the SOAP protocol, which makes it unsuitable for dealing with sensor data streams due to
performance issues. Furthermore, its focus on web services limits the possibilities for
integration with legacy applications.

6.3 Conclusion
Any workflow management solution in the Common Information Space must satisfy the
following requirements:
•

support workflows with business and scientific properties characterized in Section 1;

•

support processing of sensor data streams;

•

has the capability for smooth integration with the Enterprise Service Bus technology;

•

fits the Service Oriented Architecture.
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satisfies the requirements of dynamic resource allocation in a cloud environment,
such as the dynamic (runtime) binding capability.

While no existing workflow management solution can readily be used in UrbanFlood, BPEL
seems to be the most adequate choice, naturally supporting SOA and ESB. At the same time,
existing research proves that BPEL is flexible enough to be successfully adapted to scientific
scenarios and to dynamic resource management.
The development of a BPEL‐based workflow management solution in UrbanFlood provides
several opportunities for scientific contribution, notably:
•

dynamic binding and deployment capabilities, suitable for dynamic resource
allocation management in a cloud,

•

on‐the‐fly generation of BPEL workflows,

•

support for long‐running, resource‐intensive tasks, typical for scientific applications,

•

accommodation of sensor data streams.
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7 Sensor data access and routing
Sensor networks have recently emerged as a major area of study in the scope of distributed
information systems. A sensor network [Ilyas06] is an infrastructure comprised of sensing,
computing, and communication elements which provides the ability to instrument, observe
and react to events and phenomena in a specified environment.
As the stated goal of UrbanFlood is to monitor and detect potential threats to stability of
dikes, which may result in floods, the Project must be able to interface with distributed
sensor frameworks where each sensor provides data on the current (and historical)
condition of dikes, including parameters such as water pressure, horizontal displacement
etc. In light of this fact, we need to take a close look at the current state of the art in
monitoring and interacting with sensor networks.
Sensor networks typically assume the form of computer‐accessible arrays of spatially‐
distributed devices using sensors to monitor conditions at different locations, such as
temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants. Clearly, in order to make use
of sensor networks, appropriate means of access and information routing are necessary,
particularly in the context of geographic information systems (GIS). The aim of this section is
to present the state of the art in discovery and access to sensor networks and the data they
provide.
A Sensor Web refers to web‐accessible sensor networks and archived sensor data that can
be discovered and accessed using standard protocols and application program interfaces
(APIs).

7.1 Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
The Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative is a project advanced by the Open Geospatial
Consortium, Inc. (OGC) [OGC]. Members of the OGC are building a framework of open
standards for exploiting Web‐connected sensors and sensor systems, including flood gauges,
air pollution monitors, stress gauges on bridges, mobile heart monitors, webcams, satellite‐
borne earth imaging devices etc. A diagram of the SWE framework is depicted in Fig. 7.1.
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Figure 18: The Sensor Web Enablement framework (source [GIS005]).

SWE [GIS005] enables adding a real‐time sensor dimension to the Internet and the Web,
which can potentially benefit science, environmental monitoring, transportation
management, public safety, facility security, disaster management, utilities' Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) operations, industrial controls and management
activities. More specifically, the Sensor Web Enablement standard consists of a suite of
standard encoding protocols and web services that enable:
•

Discovery of sensors, processes, and observations;

•

Tasking of sensors or models;

•

Access to observations and observation streams;

•

Publish‐subscribe capabilities for alerts;

•

Robust sensor system and process descriptions.

Within the SWE initiative, the enablement of sensor webs and networks is being pursued
through the establishment of several methods for describing sensors and sensor
observations, and through standard interface definitions built upon the Web Services
framework. Sensor Web Enablement standards that have been built and prototyped by
members of the OGC include the following OpenGIS specifications [OpenGIS]:
•

Observations & Measurements Schema (O&M) – Standard models and XML Schema
for encoding observations and measurements from a sensor, both archived and real‐
time.

•

Sensor Model Language (SensorML) – Standard models and XML Schema for
describing sensors systems and processes; provides information needed for
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discovery of sensors, location of sensor observations, processing of low‐level sensor
observations, and listing of taskable properties.
•

Transducer Markup Language (TransducerML or TML) – The conceptual model and
XML Schema for describing transducers and supporting real‐time streaming of data
to and from sensor systems.

•

Sensor Observations Service (SOS) ‐ Standard web service interface for requesting,
filtering, and retrieving observations and sensor system information. This is the
intermediary between a client and an observation repository or near real‐time
sensor channel.

•

Sensor Planning Service (SPS) – Standard web service interface for requesting user‐
driven acquisitions and observations. This is the intermediary between a client and a
sensor collection management environment.

•

Sensor Alert Service (SAS) – Standard web service interface for publishing and
subscribing to alerts from sensors.

•

Web Notification Services (WNS) – Standard web service interface for asynchronous
delivery of messages or alerts from SAS and SPS web services and other elements of
service workflows

7.2 OGC Observations and Measurements Standards (O&M)
The OGC work on Observations and Measurements (O&M) is targeted at providing a
standard model for representing and exchanging observation results. O&M provides
standard constructs for accessing and exchanging observations, alleviating the need to
support a wide range of sensor‐specific and community‐specific data formats. Particularly
with advancements made during the OWS3 project, the O&M Observation provides a
standard that combines the flexibility and extensibility provided by XML with an efficient
means to package large amounts of data as ASCII or binary blocks.
O&M provides an abstract model and XML encoding for sensor observations and
measurements. This model is required specifically by the candidate Sensor Observation
Service Implementation Specification as well as for related components of an OGC Sensor
Web Enablement capability and for general support for OGC standards compliant systems
dealing with technical measurements in science and engineering.
As defined within the O&M specification, an Observation is an event with a result that has a
value describing some phenomenon. The observation is modeled as a Feature within the
context of the ISO/OGC Feature Model. An observation feature binds the result to the
feature of interest, upon which it was made. An observation uses a procedure to determine
the value, which may involve a sensor or observer, analytical procedure, simulation or other
numerical processes. O&M has an accompanying OGC Recommendation Paper [GIS007]. The
basic information needed to understand a measured value is the value and the unit of
measure. The document identifies eight different ways, and various options of these ways,
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to tie the value and the unit of measure. The goal is to develop a preferred way to structure
this information in XML.

7.3 SensorML
SensorML (see OGC's Sensor Model Language (SensorML) Candidate Implementation
Specification [GIS005]) is an approved Open Geospatial Consortium standard, providing
models and an XML encoding for describing sensors and measurement processes. By design,
SensorML can be used to describe a wide range of sensors, including both dynamic and
stationary platforms and both in‐situ and remote sensors. SensorML enables discovery and
tasking of Web‐resident sensors, and exploitation of their observations. Fig. 7.2. presents a
simplified UML diagram of the SensorML framework.
The history of SensorML dates back to 1988 and the International Committee for Earth
Observing Satellites (CEOS) which proposed an XML‐based Sensor Model Language for
describing the geometric, dynamic, and radiometric properties of dynamic remote sensors.
Initial development was funded under a NASA AIST Program, and in 2000, SensorML was
brought under the oversight of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) where it served as a
catalyst for the SWE initiative described above. The continued development of SensorML has
been supported by the Interoperability Program of OGC, as well as the US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), the US National GeoSpatial‐Intelligence Agency (NGA), the US Joint
Interoperability Test Command (JITC), the US Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA),
SAIC, General Dynamics, Northrop Grumman, Oak Ridge National Labs, and NASA. Thus,
SensorML can be treated as a de‐facto industry standard for access to geospatial sensors.
and the data they provide.

Figure 19: SensorML architecture (source [GIS005]).
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The measurement of phenomena that results in an observation consists of a series of
processes, beginning with the processes of sampling and detecting and followed by
processes of data manipulation. SensorML defines models and XML Schema for describing
any process, including measurement by a sensor system, as well as post‐measurement
processing.
Within SensorML detectors, actuators, filters, and operators are defined as process models.
A process model defines the inputs, outputs, parameters, and method for that process, as
well as a collection of metadata useful for discovery and human assistance. The inputs,
outputs, and parameters are all defined using SWE Common data types. Process metadata
includes identifiers, classifiers, constraints (time, legal, and security), capabilities,
characteristics, contacts, and references, in addition to inputs, outputs, parameters, and
system location.
SensorML provides a functional model of the sensor system, rather than a detailed
description of its hardware. SensorML treats sensor systems and a system’s components
(e.g. sensors, actuators, platforms, etc.) as processes. Thus, each component can be included
as part of one or more process chains that can either describe the lineage of the
observations or provide a process for geolocating and processing the observations to higher‐
level information. In SensorML, all processes, including sensors and sensor systems, have
input, output, parameters, and methods that can be utilized by applications for exploiting
observations from any sensor system. In addition, SensorML provides additional metadata
that are useful for enabling discovery, for identifying system constraints (e.g. security or
legal use constraints), for providing contacts and references, and for describing taskable
properties, interfaces, and physical properties.

7.4 Conclusions
In light of the above facts it appears that the international community is converging on a
common set of criteria and data models which can be used to represent and interact with
sensor networks (particularly in the scope of geographic information systems) and that
UrbanFlood can benefit from the standards which have thus far been established. At the
same time we should also pay close attention to the maturity of the above technologies: it is
important to follow standards, but only if they are supported by efficient and production‐
ready toolkits, enabling application programmers to implement them in practice. While
implementing the Common Information Space and its interfaces, we intend to focus on
standardized tools and technologies, such as Web Services, message queues and XML‐based
representations of input data in accordance with the presented standards.
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8 Dynamic resource allocation
It has been already stated in Section 1 that UrbanFlood will hosts its early warning systems
on a finite pool of cloud resources. Those systems will generate varying demands for
computational power depending on unpredictable factors such as water level, sensor data
measurements or weather conditions. It is very important for EWS to meet certain response
time constraints. Moreover, it is foreseen that early warning systems will adapt to alert
levels and dynamic conditions, which in turn imposes two additional requirements. The
execution environment should not only be dynamically reconfigurable, but also provide
urgent‐computing capabilities in crisis situations and be able to utilize external resources.
Therefore efficient resource allocation mechanisms are crucial for the project.
This chapters overviews the state of the art in dynamic resource allocation and load
balancing. It lists the most interesting theoretical models, techniques and solutions. Their
advantages and disadvantages (from the UrbanFlood perspective) are also discussed.

8.1 Resource modelling and optimization techniques
Dynamic resource allocation aims at optimizing the performance of applications which share
a limited amount of resources. It is assumed that demands for computation power will vary
over time. Thus, it is very important to measure these needs and predict future load. The
most common approach to solving resource allocation problems is to define a quantitative
model for shared resources and application performance metrics. By using such concepts
one can derive a utility function. Depending on the adopted model and definition of the
function, the optimization problem can be reduced to finding an optimum of that function.
Dynamic resource allocation algorithms are usually implemented as a loop which includes
four phases:
•

monitoring of resources load and requests rate;

•

estimating future load;

•

finding an optimum of the utility function;

•

reallocating resources.

[Chandra03] proposes a model based on a generalized processor‐sharing server [Parekh94]
as an abstraction of a resource, and a system of queues containing requests representing
application load. Each application defines the longest acceptable response time. The utility
function is equivalent to discontent which grows when maximum response time is exceeded.
The system attempts to allocate resources in such a way as to minimize this discontent
function. Authors claim that their prediction module, using an autoregressive stochastic
process model, provides accurate approximation of both synthetic and server trace
workloads.
Similar techniques can be applied at modern data centres hosting multiple application
environments (AEs) [Tesauro04]. In addition to optimizing application performance, dynamic
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resource allocation can improve resource utilization. In order to harness the complexity of
heterogeneous applications hosted in cloud infrastructures, the resource allocation model
had to be extended. For instance, [Bennani05] introduces the concept of a multiclass
queuing network to represent diverse applications' requirements and a two‐level hierarchy
of controllers. Application performance is expressed as a vector of response times for every
request class. Every application environment has a local controller which monitors its
performance and calculates a local utility function. The global controller gathers data from
local controllers and computes a global utility function in order to ameliorate resource
assignments and make decisions about server redeployments. Authors claim that their
solution is scalable with respect to the number of application environments, resources
assigned to each AE and transaction classes.
Cloud infrastructures allow building AEs of appliances. This provides better isolation, control
over resource allocation and scalability. [Wang08] emphasize that in order to capture and
efficiently react to fluctuating loads, the time of AE reconfiguration must be minimized.
Therefore they analyze overheads of running and scaling AE on clouds, determining that the
overhead introduced by common virtualization platforms such Xen or VMWare is negligible.
They state that server migration and provisioning new resources by starting new VMs is
rapid enough to facilitate efficient resource allocation. Moreover, systems built on top of
cloud infrastructures feature are more robust against failures.
All the presented approaches rely on monitoring the resource load generated by serving
requests. [Porter06] investigates the effect of requests on system load in multi‐tier systems.
Each request may involve processing in several components and accessing multiple
databases; thus determining demands for various resources (CPU, RAM, IO, network) is a
challenging and complex task. The authors suggest approaching this problem through
correlation. The proposed algorithm is as follows:
•

divide server logs into intervals,

•

count request types for each interval,

•

build an n by m matrix (n is the number of time intervals and m is the number of
request types) where element (i,j) represents the number of requests of type j in
interval i,

•

the load associated with each system resource can be represented by a vector,

•

the correlation between columns of the matrix and the given vector is computed.

A black‐box approach to monitoring applications and system load is advised due to the
following reasons:
•

intrusive monitoring can disrupt running services,

•

software components may be frequently updated therefore should not be
instrumented,
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a service may be composed of components managed by different parties; moreover
some components may not provide open‐source implementations.

8.2 Deployment planning
The problem of optimal allocation of virtual appliances to physical machines in the Common
Information space is similar to the component placement problem (CPP) in distributed
systems. The goal is to find such placement of software components which will minimize the
given cost or other metric, while preserving the given constraints. Qualitative (logical)
constraints may mean e.g. that a specific component can operate only at limited number of
locations (for instance due to existing local files or configurations), while quantitative
(resource oriented) constraints are related to the limited resource usage (such as CPU or
bandwidth). Due to such constraints, the placement problem is more complex than simple
optimization and requires dedicated approaches, such as AI planning. The planning problem
has been studied for Grid systems e.g. in Pegasus planner [Gil04] which applies AI planning
techniques to the optimization of workflow execution. Similar approach has been taken in
Sekitei [Kichkaylo03, Kichkaylo04] planner which enhances the planning algorithm by
incorporating the domain knowledge of experts into the model.
The problem of optimal planning and virtual resource management for cloud infrastructures
while satisfying SLA contracts has been studied in [Van09]. They propose a solution to the
placement model based on the utility functions and Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP),
using CHOCO (http://choco.emn.fr) solver. Utility functions [Tesauro04] in autonomic
systems are a measure of satisfaction of the application expressed in some units. E.g. for
transaction processing the utility may be a sigmoid function decreasing rapidly after the
required minimum response time, while for the batch processing tasks it may increase
together with the number of processors. Utility function optimization often provide better
measure of SLA satisfaction than simple binary or threshold‐based measures. As alternative
solutions to the CSP [Bobroff07] presents a heuristic method based on forecasting, which
relies on time series analysis.

8.3 Urgent computing
Urgent computing is the concept of providing prioritized and immediate access on
supercomputers and grids for emergency computations, such as early warning systems when
the alert level increases. A good overview of urgent computing applications, including
weather forecasting, erthquake visualization and tornado warnings can be found in
http://www.ctwatch.org/quarterly/index.html.
SPRUCE, the Special PRiority and Urgent Computing Environment, is “a system for providing
resources quickly and efficiently to high‐priority applications that must get computational
power without delay” [Beckman06]. It has been used e.g. by the LEAD project for early
warning systems against tornado and severe storms. The access to urgent computing
facilities is based on security tokens, which are issued to the researchers who are entitled to
initiate such urgent tasks. SPRUCE determines which resources offer the greatest probability
to meet the given deadline by calculating an upper bound on the total turnaround time for
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the job. The estimation is based on information such as the deadline, historical information,
monitoring data and application‐specific data (e.g. performance model). The resource
providers have freedom to configure their job queues and schedulers to handle urgent jobs.
To support urgent computing on EGEE infrastructure, [Cencerrado09] presents the
architecture and early experiments with combining virtualization based on XEN with
extensions to gLite middleware for scheduling virtual machines using gLite workload
manager. The virtual machines startup is initiated by submitting a gLite job and the new
instances can be e.g. managed by Condor system. Moreover, by using XEN CPU allocation
tuning it is possible to allocate more CPU share to the urgent computing tasks without
disrupting other batch computing jobs.

8.4 Monitoring
Online information about resources and jobs (currently running applications) is an essential
prerequisite for dynamic resource allocation. Such information is delivered by monitoring
services. The basic measurements concern current resource usage and job status. Derived
metrics may be used to pinpoint performance problems (e.g. load imbalance) or detect SLA
violations. There have been several approaches for on‐line monitoring useful for dynamic
resource allocation, notably semantic‐based monitoring and Complex Event Processing
(CEP).
The issue of describing resources, computational experiments and related performance data
was addressed by PerfOnto [Truong04], one of the first approaches to address performance
analysis, data sharing and tool integration in Grids based on OWL ontologies. The prototype
OPAS/PerfOnto system is able to search for data in an ontological (i.e. using a knowledge
base) manner, find code regions executed on a particular node with metric exceeding
specified threshold values and, subsequently, provide hints to site schedulers to migrate the
given job to other nodes.
The problem of semantic‐based adaptive monitoring was approached by SemMon
[Funika08] which extends the PerfOnto concept by aggregating performance data gathered
in search for performance flaws and assigning actions to defined event sets (much like
raising alerts). The tool maintains internal knowledge about metrics and monitored
resources in the form of a simple ontology. The knowledge base may be directly extended by
the user. In this context, semantic knowledge enables the user to easily apply the tool to
partially automated data analysis and additional suggestions about what should be
monitored to pinpoint the real source of problems. SemMon is capable of interpreting data
and providing suitable notifications (alarms) to the user as well as launching additional,
semantically close measurements.
The use of a trace of interactions between a client and a web service in SOA‐based
applications for their analysis, replaying and debugging is addressed by the OWL‐S Virtual
Machine (OVM) with semantic descriptions and ontologies in [Vaculin2008]. The OVM
Virtual Machine is a component that controls the interactions between a client and the web
service it uses. The approach exploits an event‐based model for monitoring and logging
interactions. Additionally, OWL‐S can be extended for reporting and handling errors.
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Online monitoring based on Complex Event Processing (CEP) [Luckham1998] is presented in
[Balis2010]. The authors introduce a monitoring system – GEMINI2 – which uses a CEP
engine – Esper – to provide monitoring information as real‐time streams which can be
queried using an SQL‐like continuous query language (Event Processing Language, EPL). The
EPL language offers interesting querying capabilities, including aggregation, filtering, sliding
window operations, event correlation, and grouping. This approach enables computation of
complex metrics derived from basic measurements, such as average CPU usage over the last
5 minutes, reported when a certain threshold is exceeded. The CEP‐based monitoring
approach is promising from the perspective of resource allocation requirements. Specifically,
it fulfils two important requirements: the ability to deliver measurements in real time and
strong querying capabilities.

8.5 Scaling and loadbalancing
It has already been decided that Urban Flood will use cloud resources. Data providers,
breach monitoring and simulation components that used to be standalone systems will be
integrated using enterprise integration patterns (see Section 5.1) and orchestrated with a
workflow execution engine in order to form early warning systems. Therefore, cloud
autoscaling, HTTP and JMS load balancing fall within the scope of our interest.
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Figure 20: Examples of Load Balancing(LB) at several points in the CIS.

Scaling Cloud resources
One of the most interesting features of Amazon EC2 is called autoscaling. It allows
establishing a set of conditions, specifying when the number of EC2 instances should be
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increased or decreased. It can be used to automaticaly change the number of running
instances, or to keep the number at a fixed level by terminating unhealthy instances and
replacing them with new ones. Autoscaling triggers are parameterized by period and breach
duration – this means that metrics are checked periodically and, if a certain threshold is
exceeded for longer than the breach duration, the corresponding action is fired. The action
can increase or decrease number of instances by a fixed number or by a given percentage.
Metrics are gatherd from CloudWatch monitoring and consist of: CPUUtilization, NetworkIn,
NetworkOut, DiskWriteOps, DiskReadBytes, DiskReadOps and DiskWriteBytes. Statisctics can
be set to minimum, maximum, sum and average.
EC2 allows defining a dynamic load balancer, which can forward HTTP or TCP communication
to a set of machines. For stateful interactions, the load balancer supports sticky sessions
based on cookies, which can be controlled either by the application or by the load balancer.
The load balancer can also be coupled to an autoscaling feature and scale the number of
instances based on such metrics as request latency or number of requests.
Another important player on the cloud market is Righscale, which offers such solutions as
scalable website and scalable Grid. The load balancer in the web scenario is based on HA
Proxy. Rightscale defines the mechanism of alerts and voting2. Autoscaling decisions are
taken when a majority of servers reports alert condition (such as high CPU utilization), with
configurable thresholds. This prevents outliers (single servers hit by extra load) from
initiating scale‐up or scale‐down actions. It is also possible to configure a “calm time” so that
the system has enough time to stabilize after the scaling action takes place, preventing
overreactions to variable load conditions.
HTTP loadbalancing
Load balancing HTTP traffic has been studied for many years and there is plethora of mature
solutions. Following the classification presented in [Tarreau06] there are:
•

DNS based techniques (for instance DNS round robin),

•

hardware load balancers that operate at network packet level,

•

reverse proxies.

DNS based mechanisms are applicable to stateless applications due to servers not preserving
request contexts. Hardware balancers do not provide any means to implement client‐server
conversation, nor support SSL communication. Urban Flood computation environment is
very specific. First of all it is dynamic with various VMs sharing this same pool of IP addresses
being started and stopped so load balancing has to be elastic and easily reconfigurable.
Equally important is that it may be required to identify client‐server sessions. Due to these
reasons reverse proxies seem to be the most promising choice and therefore will get most
attention.
2

http://support.rightscale.com/12‐Guides/Lifecycle_Management/03_‐
_Understanding_Key_Concepts/Alerts%2c_Alert_Escalations%2c_and_Server_Arrays.
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Reverse proxies appear to clients as servers while behind the scenes they forward traffic to
servers. Technique used to select the optimal server to forward request may be one of the
following:
1. Choose “the first server to respond” – in this approach we risk that if one server has
a tendency to reply faster that others it may get most of the traffic and unbalance
the environment.
2. Find least loaded machine – useful for long requests when load is not changing
rapidly.
3. Round robin – efficient for similar requests and homogeneous servers. In case of
heterogeneous servers its variation, weighted round robin, can be used.
4. Address hashing – server is assigned on the basis of client IP address. It requires that
number of servers is constant and client IPs are stable. Useful when number of client
IP addresses is large.
Methods 1‐3 usualy assign consecutive request to different servers, thus looses server‐side
context. Session setup, which may be costly, needs to be performed for every request. To
ensure that all requests from client are directed to this same server persistence may be
used. First choice of server is performed using algorithms 1‐3. Client‐server association is
remembered either as a client IP server pair (only for clients with static IPs) or using cookies.
The latter approach is more sophisticated and be divided into:
•

Cookie learning – load balancer persist session id contained in cookie and associates
it with server. In order to save load balancer's memory cookies must expire after
given time period.

•

Cookie insertion – adds server id in cookie. This approach saves memory but involves
writing to cookie data.

Most popular and industry accepted revers‐proxies are Apache with mod_proxy
[ModProxy],[ApacheTutor], nginx [NGINX], HAProxy [HAProxy] and LVS [LVS].
Among reverse proxies algorithms round‐robin (or weighted RR) appears to best suit project
needs. If client‐server conversation is required it may be combined with persistence
techniques.
JMS loadbalancing
JMS specification [JMS] does not define any means to load balance messages, however most
of JMS providers go beyond specification and implement such mechanisms. For instance
Apache ActiveMQ [AMQ] supports virtual topics, message groups and selectors.
Implementations from other vendors, for instance HornetQ from JBoss [HornetQ], also
provide advanced mechanisms to balance message distribution. Enterprise integration
patterns [EIP] also come in handy to build load balancing. Apache Camel [CAMEL] is a good
example of integration framework that enables to dynamically route and load balance
traffic.
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8.6 Dynamic bindings to workflows
One of the main challenges in dynamic resource allocation is to introduce the dynamic
behavior into the main components of CIS. In the case of service orchestration with the
usage of BPEL workflow it is crucial to introduce the dynamic binding capabilities into such
a workflow. The main workflow should be defined at the abstract level, without specifying
the concrete realizations of specific services, i.e. in the case of load‐balancing of Web
services it should be possible to defer the selection of concrete endpoint to the moment of
service invocation. Such late‐binding will allow to select the endpoint based on the load of
existing services or in the case of hot‐deployable virtual appliances it can be instantiated on‐
demand.
We can distinguish three levels at which such dynamic binding can be incorporated3:
1. The BPEL level: the selection process is programmed in BPEL as a subworkflow,
exploiting dynamic partner links capabilities;
2. The ESB level: the selection is performed by a dedicated binding component which
replaces (or extends) the standard one responsible for invocation of WEb services;
3. The service level: the service provides a single endpoint which is known to BPEL and
ESB, but this service acts actually as a proxy to the underlying set of (dynamically
provisioned) services, hidden below the proxy (load‐balancer).
Below we briefly discuss pros and cons of these solutions.
In the case (1) we have to define in a PartnerLink an endpoint with a named variable and
assing it at runtime using a BPEL's assign statement.
The pros and cons of case (1) are:
•

the solution is written in BPEL and therefore portable,

•

the BPEL has to be instrumented and all the services have to be wrapped with the
proper BPEL code which contacts the Planner/Scheduler/LoadBalancer and which
selects the endpoint,

•

alternatively, we can have an additional initialization step in the BPEL process, which
will just initialize and configure the endpoints with the appropriate addresses
obtained from the virtualization platform.

The second option (2) requires more deep understanding of BPEL engine/ESB and is more
implementation‐specific. It would require changing the sources of specific binding

3

http://blogs.sun.com/Nagesh/entry/options
http://blogs.sun.com/malkit/entry/dynamic_services_composition_in_bpel
http://www.oracle.com/technology/pub/articles/bpel_cookbook/carey.html
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components in the ESB to select the endpoint reference dynamically. However, this may be
more transparent for te BPEL process itself.
The last option (3) has such advantages that such a service hidden under a load‐balancer is
completely transparent to all the possible clients: it is not specific either to BPEL or to ESB, so
it is possible to use it also in other scenarios, such as involving the service from e.g. Ruby,
Python scripts, or other Web or application code. The possible disadvantage comes from the
fact that such a service‐level load balancer cannot easily exploit other useful information
from the workflow or from the ESB, such as workflow state. It may be also more difficult to
provide a stateful balancer which would forward all the requests to the same endpoint
based on the session ID or correlation ID.

8.7 Conclusions
Having analyzed the requirements for CIS from [D2.1] and [D2.2], we define the following
requirements for dynamic resource allocation and load balancing systems:
•

optimization of early warning systems composed of applications integrated with
SOAP, JMS and FTP protocols;

•

load balancing requests for a dynamic pool of workers (virtual machines)

•

support for modification of utility functions as a result of changes in the alert level;

•

support for urgent computing and the ability to use external resources in crisis
situations.

While there is no solution that satisfies all the listed requirements, some techniques and
tools can be reused. The development of dynamic resource allocation may contribute to:
•

monitoring and optimization of complex applications composed of many nodes
using multiple communication protocols;

•

resource demand prediction for nontrivial scientific applications;

•

load balancing methods for highly dynamic environments;

•

optimization based on dynamic utility function.
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9 Metadata management
In UrbanFlood, various types of metadata find use in a variety of use cases, including data,
resource and service discovery; querying EWS status information and querying provenance.
These use cases vary with respect to the metadata model and required query capabilities.
Arguably the most complex metadata schema is associated with provenance, whose task is
to capture historic workflow execution records in EWS, including information about
executed instances, input and output data, performance, actors involved etc. Use cases
leveraging provenance data (workflow repetition, historic performance of invoked
applications) also require relatively complex queries. However, regardless of the complexity
of the particular metadata model and its associated query capabilities, metadata
management mechanisms remain the same. Generic, model‐agnostic metadata
management is required as models tend to change to match evolving user requirements.
Therefore, this section focuses on metadata storage and publication solutions which are
capable of accommodating complex metadata and providing sufficient query capabilities,
regardless of the underlying model.
This presentation of the current state of the art in metadata storage and publishing will be
divided into two subsections, one regarding the storage mechanism used to persist
metadata and another concerning the remote API and transport layer for external
components, exchanging information with the service.

9.1 Metadata storage
With regard to data storage solutions, we have considered fours types of mechanisms: file‐
based (mainly cloud solutions), schemaless document stores and more traditional relational
databases.
Modern cloud computing infrastructures support file storage, enabling users to upload and
download large datasets to/from the cloud. Since the registry operations are obviously data‐
intensive and rely on rapid access to storage, we took into account the capabilities offered
by the infrastructures available on market. The best known solution here is Amazon S3 [S3]
(other examples include EMC Atmos and Nirvanix Storage Delivery Network (SDN)), which is
designed to make web‐scale computing easier for developers. The solution is based on the
notion of geographically‐distributed buckets, capable of storing several gigabytes of data.
Individual files have unique logical identifiers and users can apply custom authorization
policies to manage access permissions. Web storage services use vendor‐defined unique
APIs and, while they remain open and allow the development of client‐side applications,
they do not offer interoperability, compatibility or federation between the various storage
clouds. The new Cloud Data Management Interface (CDMI), which is under development by
SNIA, attempts to make progress in this area by standardizing a basic data model, but it is
not yet adopted by the cloud storage providers. Finally, while the file‐based storage gives as
the highest flexibility with regard to the structure of data being stored, the same feature
requires the development of a translation layer between objects of the UrbanFlood domain
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and the payload of data files. Writing such a virtual file system would be prohibitive in terms
of time and material cost.
With respect to large‐scale data access in open‐source cloud solutions an interesting
development is the emergence of the NoSQL initiative [NoSQL], which aims at a clean break
with existing RDBMS‐based data storage schemes in favor for more agile data management
frameworks, able to handle massive loads. Examples include MongoDB [MongoDB], Google
BigTable [BigTable], Amazon Dynamo [Dynamo], Facebook Cassandra [Cassandra], Apache
HBase [HBase] and LinkedIn Voldemort [Voldemort]. Such repositories typically provide
simple access functionality, such as key‐value pairs or associative arrays, though more
advanced, XML‐based schema solutions also exist. During our analysis we decided that the
approach which most closely matches the requirements is the one based on document
models, i.e. where the most basic entities of storage and querying are documents. Two good
examples here are MongoDB [MongoDB] and CouchDB [CouchDB], both already proven in
production deployments as capable of sustaining heavy loads and yielding acceptable
performance. Two factors which made us consider MongoDB as the best choice were
CouchDB’s HTTP‐only access mode (more suitable for web applications while less useful for
our server‐side tool) and a mechanism for storage of geo‐location (coordinate) data built
into MongoDB.
Having rejected file‐based solutions and chosen the most suitable NoSQL candidate, we
compared it to traditional free RDBMSes like MySQL. In terms of platform support both
solutions have access drivers in many languages. Similarly, server deployment and
management are comparable, both being almost out‐of‐the‐box packages (MySQL requires
slight tuning to efficiently tackle higher loads, however other open‐source relational DB
servers such as PostgreSQL do not), with short dependency lists and the ability to run on
most server platforms. As efficiency indicators were found to be acceptable in both cases,
the final decision boiled down to flexibility. As stated in the challenges and requirements
Section, the UrbanFlood metadata service will need to store a wide range of data types and
the structure of the information will probably change frequently during the Project and
afterwards. Thus, aiming at relative ease of adaptation to changing needs, we picked
MongoDB as the main storage solution for the Project’s metadata service. Additionally, this
choice ensures good scalability (by so‐called sharding) and setting up fault‐tolerant replicas,
if such a need arises.

9.2 Exposing metadata to external entities
The choice of communication protocol for the registry was relatively easy, since, unlike some
other EWS components, it is not meant to be a real‐time service operating under strict time
constraints. Metadata security was not considered to be important (again, all the
information the service will store and provide is expected to remain public anyway). The
ability to transfer large amount of data is also not an issue, as we don’t expect requests for
large data chunks – the metadata, by its nature, tends to be small and sparse. Hence we
focused on achieving an acceptable transport protocol latency level (while not working with
real‐time SLAs, the registry still needs to handle frequent read operations on small amounts
of data) along with wide applicability of the protocol technology (as the service is expected
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to interface with many data producers and consumers, written in various programming
languages and on various platforms). In agreement with other members of the consortium
we decided to adopt a solution based on pure HTTP, with a RESTful API interface for the first
prototype of the metadata registry. It is – arguably – one of the most widely supported
communication protocols (with a large selection of tools and programming stacks), highly
ubiquitous (allowed through firewalls), sufficiently versatile (as we don’t require data
streaming or large‐scale data transfers) and much less complex than e.g. SOAP (which
requires advanced marshalling).

9.3 Conclusions
The project‐specific combination of various communication peers, the diversity of the stored
metadata and the large number of consumers and producers of the information makes the
UrbanFlood registry a very specific, targeted component of CIS. However, as this background
analysis section shows, it may be built using standard, widely‐used and production‐proven
technologies, standards and approaches. We believe that careful combination of
a schemaless, document‐based storage solution with a widely accepted, simple
communication protocol, based on a REST API, may produce a tool which will successfully
tackle the challenges listed in Section 4. On the other hand, the use of a novel semantic
integration methodology in the process of modelling the domain should facilitate relatively
easy and flexible integration of hydrology aspects with the internal naming and processing
mechanisms of CIS.
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10 Conclusions
The key outcome of the analysis presented in this document is summarized in Table 1: CIS
modules, methods and paradigms applied in their design, and respective candidate
technologies.
. For each key module of CIS, selected concepts, methods and paradigms are listed. Where
available, candidate technologies for the implementation of particular modules have also
been indicated.
CIS Module

Concepts,
paradigms

Application Integration

Enterprise Integration Patterns

Camel

Enterprise Service Bus

OpenESB, Service Mix

BPEL

OpenESB
BPEL
Service
Engine, Apache ODE

Workflow Management

methods

and Candidate technologies

of Service‐based data access,
incl. ESB‐supported service
interfaces (JMS, SOAP WS,
Observation and Measurement JSON encoding)
schema (O&M) for encoding
In‐house implementation of
actual sensor readings
UrbanFlood
Sensor
Sensor
Web
Enablement Metadata Registry (SWE‐
methodology (particularly Sensor compliant)
Observation Services, Sensor
Planning
Services,
Web
Notification Services)

Sensor data access and SensorML for
routing
sensor data

Dynamic
allocation

description

resource Monitor‐predict‐optimize(utility
function)‐allocate
approach
[Chandra03],
[Tesauro04],
[Bennani05]
Monitoring:
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•

Black‐box, high‐level and
non‐intrusive monitoring
Esper, GEMINI2
[Porter06]

•

Monitoring of application
performance
and
resources using Complex
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Event Processing
Appliance‐based
provisioning [Wang08]

resource

External HTTP load balancing

Apache2 + mod_proxy,
nginx, HAProxy

Virtual destinations for JMS load ActiveMQ
balancing
Sensor
storage UrbanFlood
Metadata
Registry
to
support provenance tracking
Relational databases
and access to sensor
Document‐based
repositories descriptions (in accordance
with SWE standards); usage
(the NoSQL initiative)
of document‐based data
RESTful
or
SOAP‐based store with a RESTful
implementations
of
query interface
interfaces and data transfer
mechanisms

Metadata and historic Schemaless
data management
solutions

data

Provenance logging
Table 1: CIS modules, methods and paradigms applied in their design, and respective candidate technologies.

The review of the state of the art in the domain of common information spaces and their key
technological areas has led us to a number of conclusions, useful in making strategic
decisions regarding the design of the Common Information Space in UrbanFlood and its
implementation technologies.
Due to the strong focus on application integration, combined with workflow management
and service orientation, the most adequate choice for CIS seems to be the Service Oriented
Architecture based on the Enterprise Service Bus approach. An ESB solution typically
provides a range of components which enable integration of legacy application components
in various ways, not limited to SOAP/web services (typically supported by most workflow
environments), e.g. through FTP or JMS. These transport protocols offer additional benefits
when compared to SOAP, such as enhanced performance and support for asynchronous
operations (essential for workflows which involve time‐consuming tasks). It has been
pointed out that support for asynchronous web service‐based invocations within workflows,
for example with a BPEL runtime, presents significant difficulties [Gunarathne2009]. One
way to overcome this problem is to implement all asynchronous operations as pairs of
separate one‐way invocations. However, this requires passing the return endpoint
references to the invoked service. In contrast, ESB components provide many other
possibilities such as loosely‐coupled integration through a JMS queue.
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ESB typically also provides Enterprise Application Integration components, which are perfect
for simpler Application‐to‐Application integration scenarios such as ad‐hoc data flow
between components.
Having selected ESB as the basis on which to develop CIS software, the next natural choice is
to employ a BPEL engine for workflow management. However, strong support for BPEL in
ESB is not the only reason behind this decision. While none of the existing workflow
solutions seem readily usable for UrbanFlood workflows (as can be concluded from the
study of their properties), the review of existing approaches shows that BPEL can
successfully be applied to scientific workflows. The benefits of using BPEL for workflows
which combine the characteristics of business and scientific workflows include [Barga2007]
support for long‐running workflows, strong support for web services, persistence and fault
tolerance, and recursive composition. At the same time, BPEL constructs have been proven
to be sufficient for typical scientific scenarios such as parameter studies.
One of the stated goals of CIS is to contribute to SEIS (Shared Environmental Information
System) and the INSPIRE directive, and to conform to international standards for geospatial
information. Following these assumptions, we have decided to adopt the Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE) standards which define a common model for sensor data based on XML
representations (SensorML), and a set of related services. This decision further backs the
choice of ESB and SOA as a general approach for implementing CIS.
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